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Figure: STREAM KEYBOARD TKL – JK-8600DE-0                                        Figure: STREAM KEYBOARD TKL – JK-8600DE-2 
Models may vary from the image shown  
 

The best STREAM ever – in a compact version 
without number pad. 

For all lovers of quiet keyboards with the inimitable typing feel 
of a STREAM KEYBOARD, there is now a smaller and space-
saving alternative: The STREAM KEYBOARD TKL. The two look 
very similar but differ in one significant way: The corded TKL 
version has the same main keypad as the popular STREAM 
KEYBOARD, but it does not have the number pad and is, 
therefore, smaller in size. For many applications, this is a 
decisive advantage. 

One of the similarities between the two corded keyboards is an 
important product feature: CHERRY's own SX scissor technology. 
It is at the heart of the STREAM family and, at the same time, 
serves as the basic prerequisite for exacting and frequent typists 
to be able to work productively. The result is a perfect pressure 
point that ensures precise execution and super silent strokes of 
the keyboard. 

The TKL version differs from its big brother in that the design has 
been shortened by omitting the number pad.  The STREAM 
KEYBOARD TKL is perfect for those who hardly use the number 
pad but do not want to do without the familiar arrangement of 
the main keypad. The compact version saves space on the desk, 
both in the office and at home, making it easier to concentrate on 
the essentials. In the industrial sector, this workhorse is ideal for 
19-inch drawers due to its smaller dimensions. The WetEx® 
protective film lends itself to harsher working environments. It is 
specially tailored to the dimensions of the keyboard and is 
available as an accessory. 

Anyone who spends a lot of time at their desk every day knows 
that an ergonomic sitting posture is essential to prevent certain 
health issues. Tension and pain in the back, hand, arm, and neck 
area can thus be avoided. It is, therefore, a huge bonus point that 
the reduced dimensions of the small computer keyboard are 
accompanied by decisive ergonomic advantages. For right-
handers, the mouse and keyboard are closer together. This means 
that the user keeps their arm closer to their side, which 
corresponds to an optimized working position and helps to avoid 
an incorrect posture. The German Social Accident Insurance 
(DGUV) confirms the theory that TKL keyboards promote a more 
natural and ergonomic posture. 

The “Tested Safety” GS seal and the “Blue Angel” award promise 
further health benefits. The GS seal takes into account all relevant 
European directives and regulations that focus on protecting 
people’s health. This includes, for example, that the letters stand 
out clearly from the keys. This is an important prerequisite for 
alleviating fatigue when working. 

The “Blue Angel” environmental protection label provides further 
guidance for responsible shopping. Anyone who buys products 
with this seal can be sure that high demands regarding 
environmental, health, and usage properties have been 
considered during product development. Furthermore, the 
STREAM KEYBOARD TKL does not contain any plastic packaging 
material. 

In addition to the product features already mentioned, the 
CHERRY STREAM TKL also scores with many other interesting 
features. One of these is the status LEDs for CAPS LOCK and 
SCROLL LOCK. Since these are located directly in the key, time-
consuming searches for activated status LEDs are a thing of the 
past. Although this feature is usually only found in higher price 
ranges, it is now standard for almost all CHERRY products. The flat 
corded keyboard functions according to the Plug&Play principle. 
This means that it is ready for use without any driver 
installation.  The practical six additional keys also prove useful in 
everyday life. You can use them to easily control multimedia 
applications without having to press an additional FN key. If you 
would like to add additional functions to your keys, you will find 
what you are looking for with the CHERRY KEYS software. It can 
be downloaded free of charge from www.cherry.de. 

Do you spend a lot of time at your PC and are looking for a space-
saving keyboard without a number pad? Do you also value high 
quality standards and want to make a positive contribution to 
your health? Then the STREAM KEYBOARD TKL is the right choice 
for you. 
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Decisive advantages 
Optimum operating comfort:  
→ Space-saving design through omitting the numeric keypad 
→ Improved, ergonomic shoulder posture (due to shorter 

distance between keyboard and mouse) 
→ Alphanumeric section according to DIN ISO 9995-1  
→ 6 multimedia keys 
→ 2 integrated status displays for Caps Lock and Scroll buttons 

 
Maximum productivity:  
→ CHERRY SX scissor mechanism 
→ Super silent keystroke 

Highest quality:  
→ Rubberized feet for perfect slip resistance 
→ Integrated metal plate for maximum torsional rigidity 
→ Blue Angel eco-label 

Very latest design: 
→ Low profile 
→ GS certificate 

Technical specifications 
Layout (country or language): 
Depends on product, see “Models” table 
Housing color: 
Depends on product, see “Models” table 
Weight (product): 
approx. 1.5 lb  
Total weight (with packaging): 
approx. 1.83 lb   
Storage temperature: 
-4 °F to 140 °F, max. 85% humidity 
Operating temperature: 
32 °F to 104 °F, max. 85% humidity 
Power input: 
max. 20 mA  
Connection: 
USB 
Reliability: 
MTBF > 80,000 hours 
Product approvals: 
• CE 
• FCC 
• VDE GS 
• Blue Angel 
• China RoHS 
• UKCA  
• Windows Hardware Compatibility 
System requirements: 
USB port (type A) 
Windows 11, 10, 8 or 7  
Scope of delivery: 
• Corded keyboard 
• Operating instructions 
Cable length:  
Approx. 180 cm 
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Technical specifications (continued) 
Product dimensions:  
Keyboard: approx. 14.84 x 6.42 x .71 in (feet folded in) 
 approx. 14.84 x 6.42 x 1.11 in (feet folded out) 
Packaging dimensions: 
approx. 15.35 in x 8.11 in x .79 in  
Keyboard: 
• Key technology: SX 
• Service life of standard key > 20 million strokes 
• Alphanumeric section according to DIN ISO 9995-1  
• Anti-slip feet: 7 pieces (.71 x .16 in) 
• Rubber feet 
• Status display: Caps Lock and Scroll buttons 
• Number of additional keys: 6 
• Additional key functions: Volume down, sound on/off, volume 

up, previous track, start/pause, next track 
Packaging unit; 
Number of products in outer package 10 
Number of outer packages per pallet 40 

Warranty 
We put a lot of dedication and hard work into the development of 
our products and we are proud of their quality. This is why, in 
addition to the statutory guarantee mentioned in the operating 
instructions, we are granting an expanded manufacturer’s 
guarantee that is subject to the conditions stated below.  
For the first two years after delivery, the statutory warranty 
applies. In the third year after delivery, CHERRY voluntarily grants 
an additional warranty according to the following conditions 
("extended warranty"). In the event of a defect, please contact 
the seller of your CHERRY product. Do not carry out any repairs 
on your own and do not open the product. There is no warranty if 
unauthorized changes to the product cause a defect.  
Conditions for the extended warranty  
In the case of a defect after the first 2 years after delivery of the 
CHERRY product, CHERRY grants its customers for the additional 
period of one year the right to assert claims for cure, i.e. demand 
that the defect is remedied or a thing free of defects is supplied. 
The extended warranty is to be asserted against the seller of the 
CHERRY product upon presentation of the original invoice, proof 
of purchase or a comparable proof of the time of purchase.  
CHERRY, and the seller of the CHERRY product, where applicable, 
shall remedy the defect in the event the customer has justified 
claims for cure under the terms of the extended warranty.  
Excluded from the extended warranty are damages caused by 
improper use, in particular by the effects of chemical substances, 
other damages caused by external influences, as well as normal 
wear and tear and optical changes, in particular discoloration or 
abrasion of shiny areas. Also excluded from the extended 
warranty are accessories and other parts which are not an 
integral part of the purchased item. 
 
 
 
 
Errors, technical changes and delivery possibilities excepted. 
Technical information refers only to the specifications of the 
products. Features may differ from the information provided. 
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Models: 

 
Image: CHERRY KEYBOARD TKL – JK-8600DE-0 

JK-8600xx-0 (Pale-grey) 
 Product name Order number EAN-Code Layout 

(country or language) 
Housing color Number of Keys  

1 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600BE-0 4025112097393 Belgium Pale-grey 88 + 6 

2 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600CH-0 4025112097362 Switzerland Pale-grey 88 + 6 

3 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600DE-0 4025112097324 Germany Pale-grey 88 + 6 

4 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600ES-0 4025112097447 Spain Pale-grey 88 + 6 

5 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600EU-0 4025112097355 US-English with EURO symbol Pale-grey 87 + 6 

6 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600FR-0  4025112097331 France Pale-grey 88 + 6 

7 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600GB-0  4025112097348 UK Pale-grey 88 + 6 

8 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600IT-0  4025112097386 Italy Pale-grey 88 + 6 

9 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600PN-0  4025112097379 Pan-Nordic Pale-grey 88 + 6 

10 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600CN-0  4025112097416 US/CN-Layout Pale-grey 87 + 6 

11 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600CS-0 4025112097409 Czech Republic Pale-grey 88 + 6 

12 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600SL-0 4025112097430 Croatia / Slovenia Pale-grey 88 + 6 

13 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600US-0 840183606039 US-Layout Pale-grey 87 + 6 
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Models: 

 
Image: CHERRY KEYBOARD TKL – JK-8600DE-2 

JK-8600xx-2 (Black) 
 Product name Order number EAN-Code Layout 

(country or language) 
Housing color Number of Keys  

1 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600BE-2 4025112097522 Belgium Black 88 + 6 

2 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600CH-2 4025112097492 Switzerland Black 88 + 6 

3 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600DE-2 4025112097454 Germany Black 88 + 6 

4 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600ES-2 4025112097577 Spain Black 88 + 6 

5 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600EU-2 4025112097485 US-English with EURO symbol Black 87 + 6 

6 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600FR-2  4025112097461 France Black 88 + 6 

7 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600GB-2  4025112097478 UK Black 88 + 6 

8 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600IT-2 4025112097515 Italy Black 88 + 6 

9 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600PN-2  4025112097508 Pan-Nordic Black 88 + 6 

10 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600CN-2  4025112097546 US/CN-Layout Black 87 + 6 

11 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600CS-2 4025112097539 Czech Republic Black 88 + 6 

12 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600SL-2 4025112097560 Croatia / Slovenia Black 88 + 6 

13 CHERRY STREAM KEYBOARD TKL JK-8600US-2 840183606046 US-Layout Black 87 + 6 

Please contact your local CHERRY service and support teams or your CHERRY sales partners for versions available in your country. 
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